




Since its foundation by the Penrose Brothers in 1783, Waterford 
represents the finest level of quality and craftsmanship. It was 
founded in the city of Waterford, Ireland and has become an 

icon of Irish lifestyle.

The Irish lifestyle is about welcoming, enjoyment and genuine 
human connections. This genuine Irish way of life brings 

people together to socialise and share memorable moments. 
Waterford’s vision is to enhance quality of life through the Irish 

way of living and the belief that life is better when shared.

WATERFORD:  
AN ICON OF IRISH  

CONVIVIALITY SINCE 1783





DISCOVER EXQUISITE 
IRISH CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Waterford has a heritage of over 200 years where hand 
craftsmanship, precision skill, artistic excellence and 

creativity have been at the core of the brand.  
The House of Waterford is not only a destination and 
Waterford’s global brand experience centre but also 

the place where these master crafted pieces are being 
designed and hand crafted.





REFLECTIONS 
COLLECTION

A deep affection for the rich diversity of the Irish countryside with its leafy woodlands, 
sparkling streams and rugged coastline is a constant inspiration for designer Martin Ryan. 
His spare time is spent in these places of natural beauty and the changing seasons flood 

the senses with the sights and sounds of nature. The beautiful Reflections Collection, 
with its deep faceted pattern of sparkling diamonds and cascading olives, captures 
the light as it filters through the leafy undergrowth. Whether it be an evening in the 
woodlands or the spray of waves crashing against rugged coastline, the beauty of  

Ireland is transfixed in this crystal tapestry.  
 

The Reflections Collection features four limited edition pieces that truly embody the 
Master Craftsman ethos. Each piece is lavishly cut and embodies the designer’s creativity 

and the supreme skill of the crystal artists at the House of Waterford Crystal.



CENTREPIECE 33CM

7129 330

RRP AU$2,999.00

30cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland 

Limited Edition 100

COOKIE JAR 34CM

7129 333

RRP AU$3,499.00

24cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland 

Limited Edition 100



REFLECTIONS COLLECTION

HURRICANE 30CM

7129 331

RRP AU$2,299.00

19cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland 

Limited Edition 100

VASE 40CM

7129 332

RRP AU$2,999.00

18cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland 

Limited Edition 100





GARLAND 
COLLECTION

The Master Craftsmen at the House of Waterford Crystal showcase 
Christmas 2018 with the introduction of the new Garland Series, an 
explosion of fanciful copper-wheel engraved flowers on a crystal 

canvas of wedge and diamond cuts.

The depth of cutting and superb detail can only be created by 
hand. The relief is “sculpted” into the crystal at various levels of 

depth. To achieve such an effect is a rare craft that takes years of 
training as an apprentice, engraver and then master engraver.



GARLAND ROSE BOWL 30CM

7129 334

RRP AU$8,999.00

26cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland



GARLAND COLLECTION

GARLAND VASE 25CM

7129 335

RRP AU$6,999.00

21cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland





WAVES OF TRAMORE 
COLLECTION

Tramore, (Irish: Trá Mhór, meaning "big strand or beach") is a seaside town in County 
Waterford on the southeast coast of Ireland. The town is situated on the north-western 
corner of Tramore Bay on a hill that slopes down to the strand, or sand spit, that divides 

the bay. Behind the spit lies the tidal lagoon known as the Back Strand.  
 

Tramore is inextricably linked to the sea through legend and lore.  On 30 January 1816, 
the Sea Horse, a military transport ship with the 2nd battalion of the 59th Regiment of 
Foot, was wrecked in Tramore Bay. 292 men, 71 women and children perished. Later, 

the Sea Horse was adopted as the symbol of the town of Tramore, and was later 
adopted as the logo for Waterford Crystal in 1955. From the sea, Tramore Bay looks  
like a safe haven in the Waterford estuary, but it is not.  After the tragedy, Lloyd's of 

London funded the building of pillars — visible from the sea — including the erection  
of the ‘Metal Man’, to prevent similar calamities.  

 
Designer, Tom Cooke, who spent many happy childhood moments in Tramore, has 

endeavoured to  include in the design of this collection the round capped sand dunes, 
rolling waves lapping against the beach and turn of the tide. Three rings of cuts around 

the bottom, a nod to innocence of an earlier time and the difficulties of balancing 
natures powerful effects on our lives, complete the design. 



BOWL 30CM

7129 326

RRP AU$1,599.00

19cm high

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland

BOWL 25CM

7129 329

RRP AU$1,299.00

14cm high

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland



VASE 30CM

7129 327

RRP AU$1,599.00

15cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland

VASE 35CM

7129 328

RRP AU$1,999.00

19cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland

WAVES OF TRAMORE COLLECTION





TREASURES 
OF THE SEA 

COLLECTION

The Treasures of the Sea collection includes four striking designs 
from the Waterford archives. Each design displays the artistry of the 
Master Craftsman’s skill to create the brightest and clearest full lead 
crystal. Throughout Waterford’s design history collections have been 
inspired by the beauty of the country, the coastline and the people, 

creating vessels that enhance everyday living. 



ARAGLIN

The Araglin River forms part of the boundary 
of counties Waterford and Tipperary and in the 

Knockmealdown Mountains there is a hidden falls, 
that is extremely difficult to find, but spectacular to 

view. It was this quiet, magical place that inspired the 
late, Jim O’Leary, Master Cutter and Design Director, 

to create the Araglin pattern in 1986. 

COLLEEN

Colleen is a name of Irish origin and a 
generic term for Irish women from the Irish 

cailín (caile, countrywoman).The Colleen 
pattern, known for its distinctive olive cuts, 

dates from 1953 and today remains one 
of the most popular and iconic patterns 
designed by the great Miroslav Havel.

COLLEEN VASE 20CM

7119 002

RRP AU$499.00

14cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland

ARAGLIN VASE 20CM

7119 001

RRP AU$499.00

14cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland



TRAMORE

Tramore (Irish: Trá Mhór, meaning "big strand 
or beach") is a seaside town in County 

Waterford on the southeast coast of Ireland. 
The Tramore pattern is one of the lesser 

known of Miroslav Havel’s designs, and is 
celebrating its 60th anniversary in 2018.

ALANA

Alana is a girl's given name from the Irish 
language term "a leanbh" or "child", in 

English. In Gaelic Alana as itself is the term 
for "beauty" or "serenity". The Alana pattern, 
designed in the 1950’s, has also stood the 
test of time with its signature caro cutting 

and modern simplicity of design.

TREASURES OF THE SEA COLLECTION

TRAMORE VASE 20CM

7119 003

RRP AU$499.00

14cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland

ALANA VASE 20CM

7119 004

RRP AU$499.00

14cm wide

Hand cut crystal 
Made in Ireland





SHORT STORIES 
COLLECTION

Ireland is a country of words. Spoken, written or sung, the Irish are famously 
verbose. A social people known for their warmth, hospitality and generosity, 

the Irish live in the spirit of togetherness, sharing and interaction. 

Not surprisingly, Ireland has made a large contribution to world literature in 
all its branches, particularly in the English language. Poetry in Irish is among 
the oldest, with the earliest examples dating from the 6th century. Jonathan 

Swift, often called the foremost satirist in the English language, was very 
popular in his day for works such as Gulliver’s Travels, and Oscar Wilde is 

well known for his often quoted witticisms.

In the 20th century, Ireland produced four winners of the Nobel Prize for 
Literature: George Bernard Shaw, William Butler Yeats, Samuel Beckett and 
Seamus Heaney. Although not a Nobel Prize winner, James Joyce is widely 

considered to be one of the most significant writers of the 20th century.

It is this human connection that inspires the new barware range - designed 
to bring people together - appropriately called ‘Short Stories’. As the name 
suggests ‘Short Stories’ includes several small barware collections, all with 

interesting tales to tell.



OLANN
The Olann (Irish for wool) pattern takes its inspiration from the famous knitwear of 
the islands off the West Coast of Ireland known as the Aran Islands. The Aran knit 

sweater has since become the symbol of Irish Clan heritage. 

The design for this collection is pulled from an Aran knit pattern known as the 
‘Diamond Stitch’, representing the fields on the islands. These barren fields were 
often covered with seaweed from the Atlantic to help produce a strong harvest. 

From a distance, the layering of seaweed often created a repeating diamond 
pattern. The ‘Diamond Stitch’ represents a wish for success and wealth.

DECANTER

7048 009

RRP AU$449.00

27cm high 10cm wide

700ml

DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED PAIR

7048 011

RRP AU$299.00

10cm high 8cm wide

350ml

ICE BUCKET & SCOOP

7048 010

RRP AU$229.00

15cm high 15cm wide

1.4L



CLUIN
Dublin has produced some of the world’s great writers, including Oscar Wilde, 

Bram Stoker, James Joyce, W.B. Yeats, Samuel Beckett, Jonathan Swift and 
Sheridan Le Fanu, amongst many others. Home to one of Europe's first and oldest 

public libraries, Dublin was officially named “the City of Literature” in 2010. 

The Cluin pattern pays tribute to the towering grid-like oak book shelves of the 
carefully preserved 18th century Marsh’s Library. It is one of the very few 18th 
century buildings left in Dublin that is still being used for its original purpose.

DECANTER

7048 012

RRP AU$449.00

27cm high 10cm wide

700ml

DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED PAIR

7048 014

RRP AU$299.00

10cm high 8cm wide

350ml

ICE BUCKET & SCOOP

7048 013

RRP AU$229.00

15cm high 15cm wide

1.4L

SHORT STORIES COLLECTION



ARAS
The land of Ireland, from the staggering Cliffs of Moher to the pristine Killarney 
National Park, has the kind of beauty that will make you a believer. Blanketed 

in lush green grass, wild flowers and dotted with castles and lighthouses, there 
really is nothing quite like Ireland's landscape. 

The Aras pattern depicts vertical cuts representing the striking architecture of the 
turrets of Ireland’s many beautiful castles, which colour the Irish landscape. 

DECANTER

7048 015

RRP AU$449.00

27cm high 10cm wide

700ml

DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED PAIR

7048 017

RRP AU$299.00

10cm high 8cm wide

350ml

ICE BUCKET & SCOOP

7048 016

RRP AU$229.00

15cm high 15cm wide

1.4L



WHISKEY & WATER
The Whiskey & Water pair celebrates conviviality and Waterford heritage, 

featuring the original Waterford logo, which was based on the seal of 
Waterford City during its Viking past. 

The “W” Decanter features the original Waterford logo enlarged in a 
grey cut, portraying the Viking style that is so prominent in Waterford’s 

heritage and a seahorse.

WATER & WHISKEY  
DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED PAIR

7048 005

RRP AU$199.00

10cm high 8cm wide

350ml

W DECANTER

7048 006

RRP AU$299.00

28cm high 13cm wide

850ml

SHORT STORIES COLLECTION



RETRO
The Short Stories Bond Decanter has a distinctly retro feel with 

a strong, beautiful shape and cut stopper top. The vintage feel is 
thanks to the expert linear, vertical cuts made by skilled craftsman 
in celebration of Waterford’s heritage and history. Ideal for whiskey 

and perfect when teamed with Short Stories tumblers.

BOND DECANTER

7048 007

RRP AU$199.00

25cm high 11cm wide

700ml



OGHAM
Ogham (pronounced oh-am), is the earliest form of writing 
in the Irish language and was used from the 4th to the 7th 
centuries. Based on the Latin alphabet and inscribed on 

stones or sticks, this 20 letter writing system was named after 
the Celtic God Ogma (the God of Literature). 

Waterford is proud to launch the new Ogham collection, 
consisting of four tumblers, each representing a meaningful 

Gaelic word: Happiness, Joy, Love and Peace.

DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED SET OF 4

7048 008

RRP AU$299.00

10cm high 8cm wide

350ml

SHORT STORIES COLLECTION



EVOLUTION DECANTER

7048 003

RRP AU$399.00

26cm high 9cm wide

750ml

Each side features a  
different Lismore pattern

EVOLUTION TUMBLER SET OF 4

7048 001

RRP AU$249.00

10cm high 8cm wide

355ml

EVOLUTION 
Recreating the DNA of the classic Lismore pattern, the Lismore Short Stories 

collection is a modern reinterpretation of this renowned design. Evolution shows 
the history of how the Lismore pattern has evolved from the first iconic design.

Lismore Lismore Essence

Lismore Diamond Lismore Opulence



REVOLUTION DECANTER

7048 004

RRP AU$399.00

26cm high 9cm wide

750ml

Each side features a different  
deconstructed Lismore pattern

REVOLUTION TUMBLER SET OF 4

7048 002

RRP AU$249.00

10cm high 8cm wide

355ml

REVOLUTION
Revolution twists and deconstructs the Lismore pattern in four 

different ways to create a new and exciting way to look at Lismore. 
Perfect for whiskey lovers and drinks aficionados.

SHORT STORIES COLLECTION





Waterford Lights Up The Season with three new hurricane 
lanterns and filled candles that feature the words Peace, Love 

and Joy in both Ogham text and English.

LIGHTING UP THE SEASON 
COLLECTION



‘JOY’ HURRICANE

7177 001

RRP AU$499.00

30cm high 20cm wide

‘PEACE’ HURRICANE

7177 002

RRP AU$299.00

21cm high 12cm wide

‘LOVE’ HURRICANE

7177 003

RRP AU$199.00

15cm high 11.5cm wide



‘LOVE’ FILLED CANDLE

7177 005

RRP AU$149.00

10cm high 8cm wide

‘JOY’ FILLED CANDLE

7177 004

RRP AU$149.00

10cm high 8cm wide

‘PEACE’ FILLED CANDLE

7177 006

RRP AU$149.00

10cm high 8cm wide

LIGHTING UP THE SEASON COLLECTION

Waterford is proud to partner with Rathborne’s, Ireland’s oldest candlemaker  
(est. 1488), with a series of filled scented candles featuring the modern classic 

fragrance “New Dublin”. The fragrance features fresh citrus, top notes of  
grapefruit and lime on a warm base of sandalwood, tonka bean and nutmeg.




